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Artistically combining polymer clay with wire, this
distinctive manual teaches crafters and jewelry makers
how to create organic, sophisticated, and contemporary
jewelry. A range of innovative techniques in designing
beads and components from polymer clay are combined
with wireworking elements, inspired clasps and ear
wires, wire bead caps, polymer clay tipped head pins,
and more for a signature look. Explaining fundamentals
of jewelry design, this manual also delves into what
makes a piece "primitive" and how to achieve an organic
effect through color mixing and textures. Included are a
wide variety of polymer clay and wire jewelry design and
texture techniques, 15 one-of-a-kind detailed projects,
and a gallery of completed works.
Wire wrapped rings. A step by step guide. An Illustrated
tutorial of the Wire Wrapping Art. Hello guys, I want to
present you my very special technique of wire wrapping.
This is my first English edition, since I was getting a lot of
requests from my foreign customers. I am a craftsmen
and geologist. Wire wrapping is my passion and I am
really excited to share my experience with you. Step by
step guide of how to wire wrap rings. Learn the ancient
art of wire wrapping with Valery Vorobev. Learn to make
beautiful Wire jewelry. This book explains the tools and
materials needed to make wire jewelry. Six projects are
shown step by step with pictures and description. 113
pages with lots of colorful images. You will get the
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description, high quality photos and even videos! It is
time to move from words to deeds! Read, learn and
create your own unique jewelry! Join the journey of
making rings with me. Valery Vorobev
A new wire weaving technique that varies the number of
wires and their thickness to create stunningly beautiful
bracelets, necklaces, and pendants is introduced in this
guide. Project instructions go well beyond simple line
drawings to show the assembly process of each piece in
a series of step-by-step photographs. The nine projects
begin with an elegantly simple woven bracelet and move
on to more dramatic projects that include a domed cuff
bracelet with soldered bead ends, a free-form bracelet, a
woven neck piece, and a pendant with a woven frame.
Projects range in difficulty from easy to advanced, and
many can be completed without soldering.
Add personal style at minimal cost with custom-made
findings! Why spend hundreds of dollars stocking up on
expensive manufactured clasps, jump rings, ear wires,
bails, and more when you can make exactly what you
need for a fraction of the cost? Making custom findings
enables jewelry makers to affordably create just the right
component to complement their own jewelry designs.
Handcrafted Wire Findings looks at your wire stash and
focuses on how to create custom, professional-quality
findings. With fundamental skills for beginners that
progress to more sophisticated designs, this book covers
techniques such as basic wirework, texturizing, silver
fusing, adding patina, and traditional finishes. Included
are over 30 projects for making custom wire findings,
each accompanied by step-by-step photographs and
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directions to ensure success.
Enjoy a collection of 20+ beautiful wire projects! Inspired
by the ironwork so prevalent in her native Tucson, Jodi
Bombardier fashions her signature heavygauge wire
frames into sinuous shapes, cold-joining them with fine
wire to form open, lacy filigree patterns. Learn Jodi's
techniques, including the correct ways to use tools, hold
wire, and create shaped wire frames consistently and
precisely. Create airy pieces that are still strong and
stable enough to withstand daily wear. Build confidence
in your wirework skills as projects increase in complexity.
In addition to providing project instructions, Jodi
demonstrates how her scrolled designs can be
manipulated, joined, or rearranged to create endless
variations limited only by the imagination.
Wire jewelry has been around for centuries and never
goes out of style. Wire weaving techniques simply evolve
to incorporate the newest materials and trends. All-new
Inventive Wire Weaving: 20+ Unique Jewelry Designs
focuses on the timeless techniques of wire weaving,
wrapping, coiling, and capturing, plus texturing metals
and wire. Using these evergreen techniques, designer
and instructor Susan Barzacchini showcases metal,
beads, lampworked elements, cabochons, and found
objects in interesting, beautiful wire jewelry. Whether
they use fine silver wire or copper, jewelry makers will be
able to create artistic and unique pieces they'll be proud
to wear. Each project includes clear and easy-tounderstand photos and step-by-step instructions from an
experienced wire weaving instructor. Styles cover a wide
range of tastes, from delicate and feminine to bold and
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unusual, and many projects include variations for even
more personalization. These artistic necklaces,
pendants, earrings, and cuffs will appeal to intermediate
wireworkers looking for new project ideas.
Pick the perfect pattern every time Sought after for
nearly a century, "A Handweaver's Pattern Book" is the
venerable compendium of weaving patterns found in
early 20th century America by Marguerite Davison.
Weavers of all experience levels can learn everything
from basic twills to over-shot and irregular patterns.
Often hailed "the handweaver's bible," this collection of
patterns is complemented with fascinating textile history
and helpful black-and-white photos. Numerous
treadlings, illustrated with over 1,200 weavings,
accompany each design that inspire innovation for expert
weavers as well as provide helpful information for
weavers who have yet reached that level. Davison also
includes a yarn comparison chart in this comprehensive
and highly visual guide. Perfect for both commercial and
home weavers, this extensive handbook of strikingly
diverse patterns will keep any four-harness weaver busy
for years to come
Comprehensive and fabulous, Wire Jewelry Masterclass
takes an in-depth look at an intricate and rewarding craft.
The 24 projects, which range from simple Dragon's tear
briolette earrings to a Poseidon-under-the-sea pendant,
will delight and inspire jewelers of all levels and tastes.
Divided into beginner, intermediate, and advanced
sections, this beautifully photographed step-by-step
guide is the ticket to wire jewelry expertise!

Wire wrapping is a quick and easy technique that will
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take your jewelry craft to the next level. A little wire,
a few simple tools, and some brightly colored beads
are all you need to start creating your own intriguing
fashion statements. By adding new wires to basic
links, you can alter simple links into complex and
fascinating focal designs. Wire-Wrapped Jewelry
Techniques teaches 30 expert wire wrapping
methods, such as forming bent-wire links, working a
wrapping pattern, wrapping sequential layers,
embellishing decorative loops, adding coil elements,
and much more. This comprehensive guide to wire
wrap jewelry includes 8 step-by-step projects for
stunning necklaces, pendants, brooches, hairpins
and earrings.
If you want to learn wire weaving without paying $60
for a single weaving class, then keep reading... Do
you want to learn how to make wire woven jewelry,
but don't know where to start? Do you want to learn
at home, without having to pay $60 for attending a
single wire weaving class? Do you want to start
without having to break your bank with expensive
tools and materials? As a beginner, I, the author,
also faced such problems. That is why I came up
with secret methods that make it easy for you to start
wire weaving with just a few basic tools. I will share
these secrets inside this book. In this book you will
discover: - The #1 material you should be using to
make your wire jewelry, that is both inexpensive and
easy to work with - The 'Snake Weave' technique
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that will help you make beautiful designs, even if you
are a beginner - 3 classic projects that you can
make, wear, and gift to those who are special in your
life - One simple technique to splice out extra wire
when you run out - The secret tool you should use to
measure the gauge of your wire, that has personally
made it much easier for me - How to add clasps to
your designs, to add a polished look to your woven
jewelry - 1 handy method to incorporate and show
off colorful beads in your projects Here are the
answers to some questions you might have about
this book: Q: I'm a complete beginner in making wire
jewelry. Will this book help me make my first piece of
wire woven jewelry? A: Yes. This book is geared
towards the people who don't have any experience
making wire jewelry. You can complete your first
project with this book, start to finish. Q: I see many
ads for wire weaving classes in my city, but I don't
want to physically go and pay for a class to learn
wire weaving. Can your book help me learn? A: As
the title suggests, this book is here to
comprehensively teach the most basic and versatile
wire weaving skills, so that you can get started and
make your first piece of wire woven jewelry. By using
this book you can start without having to attend any
classes. Q: I don't have much money but I want to
start this hobby, can your book help me? A: If you
want to make jewelry and don't know where to start
then wire wrapping/weaving may be for you as it is
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fairly inexpensive. I show you exactly how to make
jewelry that you can wear and sell, with a minimal
starting investment of a few basic hand tools and
some wire. Q: Will I be able to experiment and make
my own designs after going through this book? A:
Sure, the techniques and weaves given in this book
are classics, and after enough practice, you can
make your own designs! Discover the charm and
uniqueness of wire weaving. Let your loved ones see
and appreciate your creativity. Don't waste more
time by denying your desire to learn how to make
wire woven jewelry. Every day that you delay is
another day that you might be forced to shell out $60
or more, for learning the same techniques that are
included inside this book. Take action now and add
this book to your cart by scrolling up and clicking the
'Add to Cart' button
Featuring original ideas from top jewelry designers,
this collection covers a range of contemporary and
stylish projects, such as bracelets, necklaces,
earrings, and pendants. Beginning with a primer on
basic tools and techniques and covering
fundamental wire-working skills in detail, including
wire-wrapping, weaving, coiling, chain-making,
hammering, texturing, and oxidizing, this guide helps
jewelry makers of all skills levels develop a range of
talents. Each project includes a comprehensive
materials list and step-by-step instructions that guide
crafters through a variety of projects, including
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wrapping found objects with wire, making chain mail,
creating spirals, straightening wire, making jump
rings and ear wires, and creating clasps.
Constructed with many different materials--from
precious metals to plated and colored wire--these
striking creations are a mix of funky and fabulous
wire designs combined with stones, beads, and
cords to create an interesting and eclectic jewelry
collection.
In the past 10-15 years, the major welding machine
manufacturers have developed small, efficient
welders for home shop use. Many of these even
draw from a standard 120v outlet. For the price of a
low to mid-range table saw, a home welder can buy
a good quality MIG welding machine. According to
welding service stores, up to one third of their
customers are home hobbyists. This book is aimed
at the beginning to intermediate level home welderanyone who wishes to use welding to repair or
create objects around the home. An overview of
welding basics, materials, metal forming, and safety
will be followed by step-by-step how-to projects with
full color photos. Featured projects include simple
shop furniture, baker's shelf, arbor, garden gate, and
garden bench. A trip to any yard and garden center
will show the current popularity of metal trellises,
archways, furniture, and decorative art. Many of
these pieces are prohibitively expensive, yet most
are fabricated using the most basic of welding and
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metal forming techniques and inexpensive materials.
Junior colleges, community education programs, and
local art councils regularly offer welding courses for
the home hobbyist or artist. Until now, no book has
covered welding basics and provided detailed how-to
projects with easy-to-follow photographs and steps.
Discover the ultimate technique-based guide for one
of the top trends in jewelry making--chain maille. In
Chain Maille Jewelry Workshop, you'll find more than
two dozen techniques for making today's most
popular chain maille weaves--from simple chains to
beaded wonders to intricate Dragonscale. Jewelry
artist and author Karen Karon pairs in-depth, step-bystep instructions with color illustrations that show
exactly where to place the next jump ring. You'll also
get a thorough but flexible approach to techniques
that prove weaving can be done in a multitude of
ways and demonstrations on "speed weaving,"
which is ideal for large projects. Designs
progressively increase in complexity, so every
jewelry maker--beginner or pro--will find inspiration
and projects that suite their skill level. What's more
to love? Every chapter provides a unique jewelry
project and a plethora of design advice, visual
inspiration, shortcuts, tips, and tricks, as well as
guidance for attaching clasps and findings. It's no
wonder that Chain Maille Jewelry Workshop is the
ideal resource for innovation and originality in chain
maille jewelry making.
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Discover the gorgeous jewelry that can only be
created with kumihimo wirework! Whether new to
kumihimo or looking to take your skill to the next
level, Kumihimo Wirework Made Easy is the
companion you need. Author Christina Larsen will
show you how easy it can be to transition from
traditional kumihimo materials to wirework with her
expert guidance, comprehensive instruction, and
inspiring designs. In this must-have resource, you'll
find: • A complete guide to understanding
wireworking tools and materials specific to kumihimo
wirework. • Full step-by-step tutorials for 3 basic
kumihimo braid structures perfect for wirework
jewelry designs. • Project instructions for 20 inspiring
kumihimo wirework designs including earrings,
bracelets, and pendants. Kumihimo Wirework Made
Easy has everything you need to bring the ancient
art of traditional Japanese braiding to your modern
jewelry designs.
Learn how to turn wire working into an art! Wire
working only requires a few simple tools, but it
provides endless opportunities to create artful
jewelry. Whether you are new to jewelry making or a
seasoned artist, wire is a medium rich in possibility.
J. Marsha Michler, the author of Bead & Wire Art
Jewelry, takes wire working to a new level inside
these pages. Open The Art of Wire and discover: An
extensive technique section that introduces you to
wire working through step-by-step photos and
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instructions. Learn the ins and outs of working with
wire as well as how to create your own unique and
beautiful findings to personalize your jewelry. Five
chapters, each focusing on a different wire-working
technique. Learn how hammering, wrapping, filigree,
crochet and dowel knitting can be used to transform
your jewelry. Over 30 beautiful jewelry projects
including necklaces, earrings, bracelets, rings and
brooches. Wrap, hammer, coil, curl, twist, dowel knit,
and crochet your way through the pages of The Art
of Wire to make your own fabulous, one-of-a-kind
creations.
Love the idea of making handcrafted wire jewelry but
just don't know how to begin? Getting Started
Making Wire Jewelry can teach you! Discover:More
than 100 color photographs and illustrations walk
you, step by step, from where and how to shop for
wire and beads, choosing the right kind and gauge of
wire, to what tools-of-the-trade you'll need to borrow
or buy. How to make basic jewelry components such
as loops, jump rings, findings, and connectors and
then create one or all of the 6 projects including
earrings, rings, a bracelet - or decorated cards. An
abundance of tips and resources will keep.
Wire wrapping is a popular jewelry-making technique
that offers varieties of beautiful jewelry designs, without
the need for many tools. These techniques can
incorporate anything from gemstone beads, gemstone
cabochons to charms, and just pure wirework. Using wire
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is a fun and creative way to make jewelry, and once
you've mastered the technique, there's no stopping it!
But first, you need to know what tools you need to start
with and what each tool is used for. From wire wrapping
beads, creating jewelry to forming various shapes with
wire - you'll find everything you need as you go on with
this step by step guide. This book has over 150 images
that will take you through the learning process. The
beauty of the wire wrapping is that you don't need a lot of
tools, so it's an inexpensive way to get into jewelry
making before moving on to other techniques, like laying
stones. Learn how to make a basic wire wrapped
including cabochon pendant, ring, bracelet, and other
intricate designs with this complete jewelry wire wrapping
guide for beginners. According to the myths and legends
surrounding the beads and gemstone say that it is the
thought to unleash the power of the mind. The craft can
be the aid to overcoming one's limitations. Why not
create this piece of jewelry yourself to help boost your
confidence and own something beautiful that you will
wear with pride as a starter? Pick Up This Book To Get
You Started.
Powerful kumihimo techniques to make inexpensive wire
jewelry Do you want to start kumihimo, but don't want to
spend money on expensive metals? Are you a kumihimo
braider, that is looking to challenge herself with wire
projects? Are you afraid that doing kumihimo with wire
might be difficult? Are you tired of making the same type
of wire jewelry, over and over again? I, the author, also
faced the same problems as you. I was scared of two
things. One, I will have to spend too much money on
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buying sterling silver or gold wire to do projects. Two,
kumihimo with wire will be difficult to do. That is why I
have compiled a simple kumihimo guide for you. This
guide focuses on using inexpensive tools and materials
to create wire jewelry that you can wear and gift to those
close to you. Inside this book you will discover: The #1
low-price metal you should use to make your first
kumihimo braid The most important tool you need to
make flat braids in your jewelry How to add cabochons to
your kumihimo projects The only tools you need to start
wire kumihimo What gauge of wire should you use for
your first project? 5 mistakes you could be making when
making wire braids 2 tools essential for creating hollow
kumihimo braids 5 classic and versatile braid designs
that go well with inexpensive metals How to get a patina
finish on your kumihimo projects The biggest mistake
you could be making when braiding wire 10 kumihimo
'hacks', that will make your kumihimo learning curve
easier How to add beads to your kumihimo projects But
isn't wire kumihimo tricky to do? Like any other hobby,
kumihimo takes a little bit of time to learn. With practice,
you will be sure to become comfortable with kumihimo.
This book can get you started without much skill or time
already invested in knowing kumhimo or making wire
jewelry. You can start this craft even if you have never
braided before. Get started before you unknowingly
spend money on expensive materials, only to find out
your projects could have been easier and cheaper if you
used the alternative metal that is revealed in this book.
Note: This book has black and white pictures only Take
action now and buy this book by scrolling up and clicking
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the 'Buy now' button
Wire & Fire, award-winning jewelry artisan Kaska Firor's
collaboration with her daughter, designer Katherine Firor
Colque, is a collection of stunning wire and metal
projects with an artisan flair! The book combines
traditional wire-wrapping techniques like weaving and
coiling with torch-based techniques, including forging,
sawing, shaping and soldering wire, making a bezel, and
creating wire prongs. Combining these styles opens up a
world of design possibilities for sophisticated wire
jewelry. The 15 earrings, pendants, rings, bracelets, and
other projects are fresh, bold, contemporary, and totally
unique. Wire & Fire is ideal for intermediate wireworkers
who are familiar with wire-wrapping techniques and
interested in using a torch with wire to create polished,
intricate jewelry. The projects incorporate easy-to-find
copper or silver wire with other elements. Each
technique is explained with step-by-step instructions and
photos, and the softcover book includes a gallery of
gorgeous pieces for even more inspiration.
Instructs readers how to use soldering paste and a small
hand-held butane torch to create a wide range of chain
and bead designs, including templates for creating
earrings, bracelets, and necklaces.
Looking for new ways to manipulate wire jewelry?
Weave, Wrap, Coil showcases a variety of techniques,
including weaving, coiling, wrapping, texturing, and
forging, and offers new ideas for creating truly amazing
combinations with both silver and copper wire. Inside
you'll discover: • Basic techniques as well as beginning
cold metalwork tips. • 25 contemporary and dazzling
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projects, from bracelets and necklaces to pendants,
cuffs, and rings. • Detailed step-by-step photography
and illustrations. Designer Jodi Bombardier emphasizes
wire weaving as a signature technique. She encourages
you to use a variety of materials, such as beads and
stones, to showcase the gorgeous details of your wire
pieces. Perfect for new and experienced wireworkers
alike, Weave, Wrap, Coil groups projects by level of
difficulty, with each level utilizing three to four of the
important techniques.
Timeless Wire Weaving focuses on developing wirework
skills through 13 projects using three classic wire
weaving techniques: coiling, wrapping, and weaving. The
projects are built around a focal cabochon and
incorporate seed beads and crystals in imaginative ways.
Designers will be able to make the jewelry shown in the
book, while also using the techniques learned to create
innovative jewelry pieces of their own.
Intricate Wire is ideal for intermediate wireworkers who
are hungry for knowledge and new techniques. Includes
18 projects demonstrating various techniques for jewelry
construction, such as wire weaving, bezel-forming, and
fusing. Pieces showcase crystals and stones, and
readers will learn how to use fine silver, copper, and
even Argentium silver in their wirework. Follow the stepby-step instructions to create fascinating pendants, rings,
earrings, and bracelets.
Wire wrapping can be said to be one of the oldest if not
the oldest technique for creating handmade jewelry. Wire
wrapping can simply be defined as taking wire and
folding it over itself or beads as well as different
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mechanisms to produce gems or jewelries. It is carried
out using jewelry wires and findings. These findings are
very similar to wire. For instance head-pins and are used
to create different components. These wire components
are then connected together by making use of
mechanical means without heating or soldering the wire.
This method often involves taking a wire and then
bending it to form a loop or several other decorative
shapes and that you thereafter wrap the wire around
itself to complete the making of the wire component. This
is what makes the decorative shape or loop you created
to last long.In this book, I have put together everything
you need to learn how to make wire wrap jewelry. The
tools, materials, skills and techniques needed. After
going through this guide, you will be able to create
awesome wire wrapped jewelries like pendants, rings,
earrings and necklaces and much more without any
difficulty.It's a step by step guide that has been broken
down so the beginner, intermediate and experienced
person can immensely benefit from. GET YOUR COPY
TODAY BY CLICKING THE "BUY NOW BUTTON" AND
BECOME A MAESTRO IN MAKING WIRE WRAP
JEWELRY.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY
BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER THE
WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by
Entertainment Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and
Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020
#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR
(2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of”
Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon
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Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar *
BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda
Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library
Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub
* Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune
* NY Daily News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish *
Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of
The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times
bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de
force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story You Will
Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation,
a young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live
forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by everyone she
meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie
LaRue, and a dazzling adventure that will play out across
centuries and continents, across history and art, as a
young woman learns how far she will go to leave her
mark on the world. But everything changes when, after
nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in
a hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Discover all you need to know to make stunning wire
jewelry in Wire Art Jewelry Workshop. Through bestselling author and designer Sharilyn Miller's clear
explanations and step-by-step photography, you'll learn
expert techniques to making jewelry that is truly a work
of art. Wire Art Jewelry Workshop is a comprehensive
guide, filled with the basic building blocks of wire jewelry.
From cleaning, straightening, twisting, and coiling wire to
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cage beads, heart-shaped ear wires and head pins, as
well as bead connectors, Wire Art Jewelry Workshop
teaches how to make solid findings and custom
components. You'll then learn to combine these
components into 16 original wire bracelet, earring, and
necklace designs. Sharilyn's detailed instruction
continues through the projects showing every step, from
plain wire to finished piece. The projects can be made
with classic silver or less-expensive copper wire to match
your taste and budget. Plus, the enclosed DVD features
Sharilyn's signature teaching style that jewelry makers of
all levels can use to improve their craftsmanship and
strengthen their techniques. Wire Art Jewelry Workshop
offers everything you need to get started creating one-ofa-kind jewelry.
In ancient Japan, beautiful yet functional cords made
with the traditional braiding art of kumihimo adorned
everything from kimonos to samurai armor to prayer
scrolls. In Kumihimo Wire Jewelry, innovative jewelry
artist Giovanna Imperia offers a fresh twist on this timehonored technique, adapting it to create stunning wire
jewelry. In addition to a concise history of kumihimo and
an overview of its essential materials, tools, and
techniques, readers will learn the basics of this braiding
method, plus how to create 20 striking projects--stylish
bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces--all supported
with detailed, step-by-step instructions and illustrations.
This comprehensive book, which also includes pieces by
prominent kumihimo jewelry artists from around the
world, will inspire jewelry makers, beaders, and
wireworkers at all skill levels to take their craft in a
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vibrant new direction.
Weaving Freeform Wire Jewelry is a guide to
understanding and using wire weaves to create 20
beautiful freeform jewelry projects. With a tight focus on
five wire weaves—over-under, over-over, coiling, looping,
and circular weaving — the reader will learn by making
rings, pins, earrings, pendants, clasps, and bracelets.
Author Kaska Firor offers a wonderful variety of
symmetrical and asymmetrical designs to inspire the
budding wireworker, in addition to showing the evolution
of wirework design from simple to complex for more
advanced jewelry-makers.
Jewelry makers and wirework artists! We know how
much you love exploring fresh and innovative
techniques. Wire Crochet Jewelry is your new, musthave guide to creating smart, sophisticated jewelry
designs with hook and wire. Beautiful crochet jewelry can
be made of thread or yarn, of course, but you really
expand your options when you learn to crochet with wire
and beads. Popular designer Yael Falk's step-by-step
tutorials make it easy to create a variety of projects.
Open this book and discover: • Materials information on
choosing the right wires, crochet hooks, jewelry tools,
and beads. • Detailed how-to information on crocheting
contemporary wire jewelry, stitch-by-stitch. • Plus 17
projects shown step-by-step that make wire crochet
designs achievable for a variety of skill levels. Look at
your wire in a whole new way when you learn to crochet
jewelry. Wire Crochet Jewelry will show you how!
Weave - Sculpt - Transform Break through the
boundaries of traditional wirework jewelry to discover the
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world of intricate possibilities in Woven in Wire. As you
weave, sculpt, and transform wire, award winning jeweler
and wirework instructor Sarah Thompson guides you
through the steps of achieving spectacular wearable art.
Follow along as Sarah shares: • Wire weaving
fundamentals and her most prized techniques, helping
you become a distinguished wire artist. • Mastering form
and symmetry as you create ornate necklaces, rings,
bracelets, pendants, and earrings. • The final steps to
becoming a wire-weaving master--dismantling and
reassembling the woven components for truly
transformative jewelry designs. As you work through the
techniques and designs in Woven in Wire, your artistic
power will grow, your skills will advance, and you will
have the confidence to create your own intricate
breathtakingly beautiful designs.
Highlighted by two hundred full-color photographs, a
celebration of American crafts and decorative arts and
the artists who create them showcases masterpieces of
furniture, wood, ceramics, glass, fiber, jewelry, metal,
and basketry from the past two centuries, along with a
look at how craft has shaped American history, arts,
vitality, and identity. 25,000 first printing.
Includes information on tools, materials, and finishing,
and offers instructions on creating decorative pins, rings,
earrings, and chains

Noted designer and author Irina Miech returns to her
favorite medium with Wire Jewelry: Beaded and
Beautiful, a collection of 24+ timeless wire jewelry
projects beginners can create with a minimum
investment in tools and
materials. Using a clear,
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illustrative teaching style, Irina introduces standard
wire techniques like wrapping loops, spirals, and zigzags; hammering; creating simple clasps, and much
more. Jewelry makers can apply their new skills to
beautiful earrings, rings, pendants, bracelets,
necklaces, and captured cabochons that have a
timeless, classic look and feel. The focus is on
materials and tools readily available at national
retailers and independent bead shops alike: base
metals, beads, semiprecious stones, and cabochons
in various sizes and shapes. Even the findings —
chain, clasps, and jump rings — are easy to find. With
Wire Jewelry: Beaded and Beautiful, jewelry makers
at every level will be able to create timeless jewelry
pieces using standard techniques and materials.
"Kirsten Glasbrook shows step by step how to weave
gorgeous tapestries, from choosing colours and
winding warps through to creating images and
finishing off with tassels and beads. Learn how to
create horizontal and diagonal lines, curves, motifs,
shading, outlines, borders and more. There is a
gallery of beautiful finished works to inspire everyone
from beginners to experienced weavers. This bestselling title has been re-issued to inspire a whole
new generation."--provided from Amazon.com.
This wonderful new book from Jewelry Artist and
Author Jim McIntosh takes you from the basics of
wire art to some very advanced concepts of design.
The book has over 390 images that illustrate all of
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the steps in producing fine wire jewelry. The book is
broken down into 3 sections that span 289 pages.
"If you enjoy making wire jewelry and are looking for
a new challenge then this is the perfect book for you.
Esteemed wireworker Rachel Norris presents 15
beautiful wirework jewelry projects to make. Each
design has detailed step-by-step instructions,
photographs, and Rachel's expert tips to follow, plus
there are templates and comprehensive tools,
materials, and techniques sections for newcomers to
the craft. The projects include a stunning array of
pendants, brooches, and necklaces that are suitable
for special occasions as they are for everyday wear."
--pg 4 of cover.
Wire jewelry has never been more popular--but
you've never seen projects like this before! In Fine
Art Wire Weaving, award-winning author Sarah
Thompson shares her secrets to creating wire
jewelry that's nothing short of spectacular. Using
super-fine wires to create 20 delicate, sophisticated
pieces, you'll achieve that "wow" factor, all under the
guidance of an expert jewelry teacher. You'll learn
how to work with these fine wires successfully, as
well as what to do when one of your projects goes
awry. Using techniques in layering, symmetry, and
dimensional shaping, you'll come away with a strong
foundation in wire working so you can create your
own one-of-a-kind pieces. Paired with beautiful,
4-color photographs, Thompson gives you step-byPage 22/24
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step instructions to creating jewelry to pretty to keep
for yourselfâ€"but that you won't want to give away!
Powerful wire weaving techniques for intermediate
wire workers Do you want to take your wire weaving
skills to the next level? Do you want to make designs
that you can make, gift, and wear? Do you want to
do this without spending $60 or more on wire
weaving classes? I, Amy Lange, will share the
secrets to improving your wire weaving skills and
making wire jewelry that you will enjoy wearing and
gifting, without splurging on expensive metals. Any
creative person or someone who likes to play with
wire could benefit from learning the secrets inside to
better their wire weaving skills. In this book you will
discover: - The #1 material you should be using to
make your wire jewelry, that is both inexpensive and
easy to work with - 1 simple 'hack' that will allow you
to never purchase a clasp or earring wire again - 4
versatile intermediate wire weaving techniques, that
you can use to add your 'personal touch' to projects A 'crazy' but simple way to oxidize metal without liver
of sulfur - 6 intricate and beautiful designs that you
can make, wear, and gift to those close to you - The
#1 tool you should use to shape your bail correctly One major mistake that may ruin expensive base
wires in your projects, and how to solve it Here are
the answers to some questions you might have
about this book: Q: I don't have much experience
making wire jewelry. Can I still make the projects
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taught inside this book? A: Yes. There are basic
techniques included inside as well, that will ensure
that you can progress, without making too big of a
jump. So if you have made even the most simple
wire jewelry, then you will be able to enjoy and make
the projects inside this book. Q: I don't have much
money but I want to make wire jewelry. Can your
book help me? A: Yes. All projects inside this book
have been optimized for low cost metals. I show you
exactly how to make jewelry that you can wear and
sell, with a minimal starting investment of a few basic
hand tools and some wire. So you need don't much
money to start. Q: Will I get to put my own twist to
the projects inside this book? A: Of course. There is
a whole section that explains how to add your
personal touch with some intricate and useful
techniques. Every day that you delay is another day
that you spend money on expensive materials to
make the same boring jewelry. Take action and buy
this book now by scrolling up and clicking the 'Buy
Now' button
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